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Figure A1: Effects of timing on employment
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Note: UE: Unemployment, AJS: active job search, QM: qualification measure. Symbols on the curves denote again significance at the 5% level.

Figure A2: Effects of timing on earnings
Note: UE: Unemployment, AJS: active job search, QM: qualification measure. Symbols on the curves denote again significance at the 5% level. Dotted curve: Non-negligibly, we observe employment partially with missing earnings information. In order to include earnings in our analysis, we recode missing earnings as zero and construct a dummy variable with value one whenever we observe such a case and estimate the impact of a sequence on the latter. We then rescale the weighted sum per sequence and report the difference to assess the magnitude of the error that occurs. In general, our interpretation is not much affected by this issue. For a more elaborate treatment of earnings effects see again Lechner and Melly (2007).

Figure A3: Relaxing the unemployment restriction

Note: UE: Unemployment, AJS: active job search, QM: qualification measure. We test for the sensitivity of our results by conditioning on only one UE spell after the initial program trimester. Solid lines represent the original results and dashed line the sensitivity checks. Symbols on the curves denote again significance at the 5% level.
Figure A4: Reducing the trimming level to 1% - effects on unemployment
Note: UE: Unemployment, AJS: active job search, QM: qualification measure. Symbols on the curves denote again significance at the 5% level.